1. Introduction
===============

Thyroid nodules are a common endocrine problem. They are discovered by palpation in 3% to 7% and by ultrasound (US) examination in 20% to 76% in the general population.^\[[@R1]\]^ The incidence of thyroid cancer has increased over the past several decades^\[[@R2]--[@R4]\]^ and is predicted to continue to increase between 50% and 60% by 2020.^\[[@R4]\]^ In China, the annual report of Chinese Cancer Registry in 2009 showed that the incidence rate of thyroid cancer was 6.56 per 100,000, which ranked at 10 of the top types of cancer.^\[[@R5]\]^ Although the majority of thyroid nodules are benign, differentiating malignancy from benign lesions is still the most challenging dilemma for clinicians.

High-resolution ultrasound (HRUS) is recommended as the first-line modality in the evaluation of thyroid nodules.^\[[@R6]\]^ Solid composition, hypoechogenicity, microcalcification, irregular margin, taller than wide shape, and increased blood flow (centrally) are US findings associated with an increased risk for thyroid cancer.^\[[@R7]\]^ However, the sensitivities and specificities for these criteria vary greatly in different studies. The combination of several suspicious US features is more accurate than that of any single characteristic in predicting a malignant thyroid nodule.^\[[@R8],[@R9]\]^ In 2009, Horvath et al^\[[@R10]\]^ and Park et al^\[[@R11]\]^ established a thyroid imaging reporting and data system (TI-RADS) to stratify cancer risk based on 10 and 12 sonographic features respectively. A recent meta-analysis showed that TI-RADS had a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 0.75 and 0.69, respectively. However, there was a large range of sensitivity and specificity (0.57--0.96 and 0.43--0.94) with high heterogeneity probably due to different US equipment, different US criteria, as well as the inevitable inter-observer variability among radiologists.^\[[@R12]\]^

Nowadays, new US technologies have been developed and applied to clinical practice enabling the determination of tissue elasticity and perfusion features. Real-time elastography (RTE), a reproducible assessment of tissue consistency,^\[[@R13]\]^ was reported to have a high sensitivity and specificity in the evaluation of thyroid nodules in a meta-analysis.^\[[@R14]\]^ Recently, contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS), which could provide an assessment of perfusion over time, has been used for the differential diagnosis of thyroid nodules. Although CEUS was reported as a promising diagnostic method in a meta-analysis, it has not been widely used in clinical practice and its diagnostic value is still controversial.^\[[@R15],[@R16]\]^

To date, there were several papers that focused on the comparison of the overall diagnostic performance of RTE and CEUS.^\[[@R16]--[@R19]\]^ In Giusti\'s study, RTE had a higher sensitivity, but greatly lower specificity than CEUS.^\[[@R18]\]^ However, Deng found no significant difference between RTE and CEUS.^\[[@R19]\]^ The CEUS parameters in these studies were not comprehensive and the applied statistical methods did not remove the confounding factors. In addition, cystic thyroid nodules were not suitable for RTE and CEUS evaluation. The aim of the present study was to evaluate and compare the diagnostic efficiency of HRUS, RTE, CEUS, and their combined use in the differentiation of benign and malignant solid thyroid nodules.

2. Methods
==========

Between January 2012 and May 2015, 121 consecutive patients with 158 thyroid nodules were recruited for the study. These patients were recommended for surgery for at least one of the following criteria: (i) diagnosed as follicular neoplasm or suspicious for a follicular neoplasm, suspicious for malignancy or malignancy by fine-needle aspiration cytology (FNAC), (ii) the presence of BRAF^V600E^ mutation, (iii) compressive symptoms or cosmetic complaints, (iv) a significant increase in volume or a change in its US features during following up, (v) diagnosed as nondiagnostic or indeterminate lesions by FNAC, but showing 2 or more suspicious US criteria.^\[[@R6]\]^ The exclusion criteria were: (i) the presence of a typical nodular goiter or scintigraphically functional ("hot") thyroid nodules, (ii) cystic nodules or nodules with egg-shell calcifications, (iii) incomplete elastography or time intensity curve data acquisition, (iv) any condition of hyperthyroidism, heart failure, or severe pulmonary hypertension, (v) previous adverse reaction to i.v. contrast agents. In the end, a total of 10 patients were excluded from the study based on the above criteria, and 111 patients with 145 nodules were included and evaluated. Their pathological types were confirmed by histologic analysis after surgery. Informed consent was obtained from all patients and the study was performed in accordance with the ethical guidelines of the Helsinki Declaration and approved by the first affiliated hospital with Nanjing Medical University ethics review committee (2012-SR-058).

This was a prospective study. All of the patients underwent HRUS (containing color-Doppler ultrasound), followed by RTE and CEUS using a Mylab Twice ultrasound unit (The Esaote Group, Genova, Italy). HRUS and RTE were performed with a LA523 transducer (4--13 MHz), whereas CEUS was performed with a LA522 transducer (3--9 MHz). All the examinations were performed by 2 radiologists repeatedly and the final decision was reached by a consensus. The radiologists were blind to the FNAC results. Using HRUS, the following sonographic features were assessed for each nodule: border (well-defined/ill-defined), shape (regular/irregular), echogenicity (isoechoic/hyperechoic/ hypoechoic), echotexture (solid/ predominantly solid/predominantly cystic/cystic/spongiform appearance), taller-than-wide (\<1/≥1), calcifications (absent/macrocalcification/microcalcification), halo sign (absent/present), and distal echo attenuation (absent/present).^\[[@R10]\]^ Borders were classified as well-defined (nodular surface was smooth and clearly distinguishable from the surrounding tissues) or ill-defined (the boundaries between the nodule and surrounding tissues were obscure).^\[[@R20]\]^ When the echogenicity of the nodule was similar to the surrounding thyroid parenchyma, it was classified as isoechogenicity. Echotexture was defined as the ratio of the cystic portion to the solid portion in the nodule: solid (≤10% cystic), predominantly solid (\>10% cystic and ≤50% cystic), predominantly cystic (\>50% cystic), and spongiform appearance. Taller-than-wide shape was defined as height divided by width on transverse views.^\[[@R21]\]^ Microcalcifications were defined as calcifications that were ≤1 mm in diameter, which was visualized as tiny, punctate hyperechoic foci, either with or without acoustic shadows. Macrocalcifications were defined as hyperechoic foci larger than 1 mm, including rim or egg-shell calcifications.^\[[@R22]\]^ Presence of halo sign was defined as the transonic rim surrounding lesion.^\[[@R23]\]^ Vascularization of thyroid nodules was classified using 3 different patterns: pattern I: no visible flow or minimal peripheral flow; pattern II: peripheral ring of flow but minimal or no internal flow, pattern III: extensive or moderate amount of internal flow with or without a peripheral ring.^\[[@R9]\]^

RTE was applied by the ElaXto-Elastosonography technique. Elastogram was displayed over the B-mode image on a color scale that ranges from green (soft) to red (hard). Elastography score (ES) and ELX1/2 were assessed for each nodule. The scoring system was similar to the methods described by Asteria et al:^\[[@R24]\]^ ES 1: homogeneously green; ES 2: predominantly green with few red areas/spots; ES 3: predominantly red with few green areas/spots; ES 4: completely red. ELX1/2, the ratio between the elasticity features of the selected region-of-interest (ROI) located on the nodule and the ROI of US-normal thyroid tissue, was reported by the ElaXto software.

CEUS was performed with contrast tuned imaging (CnTI™) software. SonoVue, a contrast agent, was injected as an intravenous bolus of 1.6 mL via a 20-gauge syringe into an antecubital vein, followed by a 5 mL saline flush. The thyroid gland including the nodule was scanned for about 4 minutes after bolus injection. The video clip was digitally recorded and further analyzed by auto-tracking contrast quantification (ACQ) software. Time-intensity curves (TIC) within selected ROI (in both nodules and the surrounding thyroid tissue) were acquired. Parameters of TIC: time to peak (TTP), peak intensity, sharpness, and area under curve were obtained by the ACQ software. The parameter in the nodule was divided by the same parameter in the surrounding thyroid tissue to avoid the individual difference.^\[[@R16]\]^ Time of contrast wash-in and wash-out of thyroid nodules were recorded as compared with the surrounding tissues. Types of contrast enhancement distribution were judged as homogeneous, heterogeneous, ring enhancement, and the differences of the intensity between the nodule and the periphery thyroid tissue were described as hypo-/equal-/hyper-perfusion, or ring enhancement.^\[[@R19],[@R25]\]^ In addition, characters of the contrast-enhanced area, border, shape were recorded as ≥50% or \< 50%, well-defined or ill-defined, regular or irregular, respectively.

2.1. Statistical analysis
-------------------------

Statistical analysis was performed using the SPSS 13.0 software (SPSS Inc., Chicago). All quantitative values were expressed as means ± SD. Differences in the distribution of categorical variables between groups were evaluated by the 2-tailed Chi-square (*χ*^2^) test or Fisher exact test. The 2-tailed Student\'s *t*-test was used to test for statistically significant differences in terms of distribution of quantitative variables between binary subgroups. A *P* \< 0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve analysis was used to identify the optimal cutoff of the quantitative variables according to the Youden index. A forward stepwise binary logistic regression analysis was performed to select independent predictors for malignancy from the US characteristics that showed statistical significance in univariate analysis, the entrance was 0.05, and exit *P* value was 0.10. According to the *β* coefficient of each variable obtained in the logistic regression analysis, a score for each significant predictive factor was assigned. For each nodule, the US risk score was obtained by a sum up of each individual score of ultrasound features. ROC curve analysis was performed to assess the diagnostic performance of the US risk score.

3. Results
==========

3.1. Clinical profile
---------------------

Totally 91 women and 20 men with 145 solid thyroid nodules were included in the study. Among the 145 nodules, 82 were benign and 63 malignant. Sixty-eight of the benign lesions were hyperplastic nodules and 14 were follicular adenomas. Of the malignant nodules, 60 were papillary carcinomas and 3 were follicular carcinomas. The clinical features of the study population and the basic characters of the nodules were showed in Table [1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. Patients with malignant nodules were significantly younger than those with benign nodules (*P* \< 0.001). Benign nodules had relatively larger diameters than malignant ones (*P* \< 0.05). Compared with benign lesions, the risk of malignancy was higher in patients with a solitary nodule than with multiple nodules (*P* \< 0.05).

###### 

Clinical features of the study population and basic characters of the nodules.
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3.2. High-resolution ultrasound (HRUS)
--------------------------------------

Among these analyzed features, ill-defined border, microcalcification, hypoechogenicity, irregular shape, and taller-than-wide shape showed a significant association with malignancy at univariate analysis (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}). The representative images of significant features were shown in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. Logistic regression analysis revealed that the significant predictive variables were ill-defined border, microcalcifications, and hypoechogenicity (Table [2](#T2){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Association between thyroid malignancy and various HRUS features on logistic regression analysis.
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![HRUS images and RTE images: (A) ill-defined border; (B) irregular shape (C) microcalcifications; (D) taller-than-wide; (E) ES (4). ES = elastography score, HRUS = high-resolution ultrasound, RTE = real-time elastography.](medi-95-e5329-g003){#F1}

3.3. Real-time elastography (RTE)
---------------------------------

The ELX1/2 showed no significant difference in benign and malignant nodules (1.28 ± 0.35 vs 1.45 ± 0.56, *P* \> 0.05). ES1 was found in 8 nodules, all benign lesions; in nodules that scored ES 2, 3, and 4, the malignancy rates were 21.0%, 82.4%, and 80.0%, respectively. Image of ES 4 was shown in Fig. [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The ES levels were significantly associated with malignancy (*P* \< 0.001).

3.4. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound (CEUS)
----------------------------------------

First of all, quantitative analysis was performed based on the TIC (Fig. [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Significant differences of TTP ratio, sharpness ratio, and peak ratio were found between benign and malignant nodules (1.39 ± 0.95 vs 1.00 ± 0.43, 1.23 ± 0.60 vs 1.58 ± 0.91, 0.97 ± 0.38 vs 0.88 ± 0.43, respectively, *P* \< 0.05). The ROC curves were performed and revealed the optimal threshold for TTP ratio (1.15), sharpness ratio (1.60), and peak ratio (1.06) in the differentiation of benign and malignant solid thyroid nodules (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}). Perfusion patterns showed that fast wash-out was found more frequently in malignant nodules than benign ones (*P* \< 0.05), whereas there was no significant difference in the time of wash-in between malignant and benign nodules (*P* \> 0.05).

![Time intensity curve (TIC) of CEUS: (A) slow wash-in with slow wash-out; (B) rapid wash-in with slow wash-out; (C) rapid wash-in with rapid wash-out. Red line: normal thyroid tissue. Blue line: thyroid nodule. CEUS = contrast-enhanced ultrasound, TIC = time intensity curve.](medi-95-e5329-g004){#F2}

###### 

Association between thyroid malignancy and various CEUS features on logistic regression analysis.
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Next, the qualitative perfusion features were analyzed. The ill-defined border, irregular shape, larger enhancement area in the contrast enhanced state and the perfusion intensity compared with normal thyroid tissue showed a significant association with malignancy (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}) (Fig. [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). No significant difference was found between malignant and benign nodules concerning types of contrast enhancement distribution. However, it was noted that the 5 nodules with ring enhancement were all proved to be benign.

![CEUS images: (A) hypoenhancement nodule with irregular shape; (B) contrast-enhanced area \>50% with ill-defined margin. CEUS = contrast-enhanced ultrasound.](medi-95-e5329-g006){#F3}

The above 8 variables that showed significant difference in univariate analysis were included in logistic regression analysis. The result showed that the ill-defined enhancement border, fast wash out, and TTP ratio ≤1.15 were still significantly associated with malignancy (Table [3](#T3){ref-type="table"}).

3.5. Evaluation of the diagnostic efficiency of different US methods
--------------------------------------------------------------------

According to the ROC curve, the diagnostic value of HRUS was the greatest among the 3 US methods, with an AUC of 0.854. The sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV) were 74.6%, 87.8%, 82.5%, 81.8%, respectively (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). As for elastography score, a presumptive malignant or benign diagnosis was assigned to ES3 and 4, ES1 and 2, respectively. The AUC was 0.804. RTE had relatively lower sensitivity (73.0%) and an equal specificity (87.8%) compared with HRUS (*P* = 1.000, *P* = 0.803) (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). The ROC curve for CEUS showed that the AUC was 0.828. The specificity and PPV (68.3% and 67.5%) of CEUS were the lowest, whereas the sensitivity and NPV (85.7% and 86.2%) were the best among the 3 US methods Compared to HRUS, CEUS had a significantly lower specificity (68.3% vs 87.8%, *P* = 0.002) with a increase in sensitivity (85.7% vs 74.6%, *P* = 0.121) (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Then, the diagnostic performances of different combinations of US methods were evaluated. Logistic regression analysis was performed and risk-scoring models were built for combinations of HRUS-RTE, HRUS-CEUS, and HRUS-RTE-CEUS, respectively (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). For HRUS-RTE, ill-defined border, microcalcifications, hypoechogenicity, and ES 3/4 have significant predictive value for malignancy (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). The HRUS-RTE model showed increased AUC and sensitivity (0.917 vs 0.854, *P* = 0.003, 92.1% vs 74.6%, *P* = 0.003, respectively), with a slightly decrease in the specificity (81.7% vs 87.8%, *P* = 0.074) when compared with HRUS alone (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

###### 

Diagnostic accuracy of different ultrasound scores for malignant nodules.
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###### 

Independent predictors of malignancy of HRUS-RTE, HRUS-CEUS, and HRUS-RTE-CEUS based on logistic regression analysis.
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For HRUS-CEUS, the result showed that ill-defined border, microcalcifications, hypoechogenicity, TTP ratio ≤1.15 were independent predictors for malignancy (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). The HRUS-CEUS prediction model also showed slightly increased AUC (0.884), but sensitivity, specificity, PPV, NPV were the same as HRUS alone (74.6%, 87.8%, 82.5%, and 81.8%, respectively) (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}).

Regarding for HRUS-RTE-CEUS, the following US features showed significant predictive value for malignancy: ill-defined border, microcalcifications, hypoechogenicity, ES 3/4, TTP ratio \<1.15, and peak ratio \<1.06 (Table [5](#T5){ref-type="table"}). Both the sensitivity (87.3%) and specificity (91.5%) of this prediction model were increased compared to HRUS alone, though, not significant (*P* = 0.061, *P* = 0.504), whereas AUC increased significantly (*P* = 0.001). When compared to HRUS-RTE, the sensitivity, specificity, and AUC of HRUS-RTE-CEUS showed no significant difference (*P* = 0.248, *P* = 0.133, *P* = 0.197). The difference between HRUS-CEUS and HRUS-RTE-CEUS in sensitivity and specificity was also not significant (*P* = 0.061, *P* = 0.505), whereas AUC was significantly different (*P* = 0.006) (Table [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}). Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} showed the ROC curves of the 3 US methods.

![Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for HRUS, RTE, CEUS, HRUS-RTE, HRUS-CEUS, HRUS-RTE-CEUS. CEUS = contrast-enhanced ultrasound, HRUS = high-resolution ultrasound, ROC = receiver operating characteristic, RTE = real-time elastography.](medi-95-e5329-g009){#F4}

4. Discussion
=============

In the present study, we performed a binary logistic regression analysis to identify the ultrasonic diagnostic criteria for solid thyroid nodules and evaluated the diagnostic performance of different ultrasound methods by a risk scoring model. We found that generally HRUS has the best diagnostic efficiency among the 3 US methods. CEUS has higher sensitivity, whereas HRUS and RTE showed equally high specificity. When combined with HRUS, CEUS did not enhance the diagnostic value like RTE did. The combination of HRUS-RTE-CEUS could increase both the sensitivity and specificity of ultrasound and provide the best diagnostic value for solid thyroid nodules.

HRUS is the most sensitive test to detect thyroid nodules and select the lesions for FNA biopsy. In the present study, we confirmed that the following features such as ill-defined border, microcalcification, hypoechogenicity, irregular shape, and taller-than-wide showed significant difference between benign and malignant solid nodules. However, only ill-defined border, microcalcification, and hypoechogenicity were independent predictors of malignancy on logistic regression analysis. We found that hypervascularity was not a sole predictor of malignancy with a sensitivity of 77.8% and a low specificity of 32.9%. According to the risk-scoring system based on each suspicious US feature, the AUC of ROC curve reached 0.854. Similar to our study, Kwak et al^\[[@R22]\]^ and Cheng et al^\[[@R26]\]^ also build prediction models to assess the diagnostic value of HRUS, finding that the sensitivity and specificity were 80.0% and 90.5%, the AUC reached 0.867. These findings were in accordance with the guidelines for the diagnosis and management of thyroid nodules made by AACE, AME, and ETA.^\[[@R6]\]^ Our data demonstrated that the overall diagnostic performance of HRUS was the best among 3 US methods, indicating that conventional HRUS is still the most important US tool in evaluating thyroid nodules.

RTE, the first commercially available elastographic imaging technique, has been widely applied in the diagnosis of thyroid nodules. The overall mean sensitivity and specificity for differentiation of thyroid nodules were 0.77 to 0.81 and 0.76 to 0.79 for elasticity score assessment and 0.81 to 0.89 and 0.77 to 0.83 for strain ratio assessment, respectively.^\[[@R27]\]^ In the present study, we used a Mylab Twice ultrasound unit that could be able to measure tissue elasticity and display elastography score and quantitatively ELX 1/2. The ELX 1/2 showed no significant difference between benign and malignant nodules, just the same as Giusti\'s results, but different from other previous reports.^\[[@R18],[@R28],[@R29]\]^ However, the combination of ES 3 and ES 4 approached 73.0% sensitivity and 87.8% specificity in detecting thyroid cancer. The overall diagnostic value of RTE was lower than HRUS. The specificity of RTE recorded herein was higher than the meta-analysis results, but its sensitivity appeared slightly lower.^\[[@R27]\]^ This distinction is probable due to different US equipment and the inevitable intra- and inter-observer variability both in the data acquisition and interpretation.^\[[@R30]\]^ There are several limitations of RTE. Follicular carcinoma, thyroid nodules with coarse calcification, as well as cystic lesions are not suitable for RTE evaluation.^\[[@R16],[@R31],[@R32]\]^ Our data showed that 2 of the 3 follicular carcinomas were missed by RTE. RTE showed a low specificity of 61.5% among the 17 nodules with macrocalcification, which was similar to Kim\'s^\[[@R32]\]^ results that elastography had only 51.1% specificity in calcified nodules.

The usage of CEUS in thyroid disease is restricted to definition of the size and limits of necrotic zones after US-guided ablation procedures.^\[[@R6]\]^ Its value is still controversial due to the lack of unified criteria for diagnosis. In this study, we established the useful diagnostic criteria for thyroid nodules by evaluating both qualitative and quantitative CEUS features comprehensively. The results of univariate analysis showed that shorter time of wash-out, peak ratio \<1.06, sharpness ratio ≥1.60, TTP ratio \<1.15, ill-defined border, irregular shape and hypo-perfusion, and lager enhancement area were significantly related with malignancy. As for enhancement pattern, ring enhancement showed a 100% probability of benign. Our findings partly agreed with Deng\'s^\[[@R19]\]^ results, which indicated that hypoenhancement was malignancy predictor, whereas ring enhancement only appeared in benign nodules. But we did not confirm the value of heterogeneous enhancement for predicting malignancy.^\[[@R17],[@R25]\]^ For quantitative analysis, the 4 parameters of TIC in nodules per se did not show meaningful association between malignant and benign nodules. However, the peak ratio, TTP ratio, and sharpness ratio, after correction of the surrounding thyroid tissue, showed significant relation with histology. However, on binary logistic regression analysis, only rapid wash-out, ill-defined enhancement border, TTP ratio \<1.15 were independent predictors of malignancy. The sensitivity of CEUS in our study was similar to that in the meta-analysis (85.7% vs 85.3%), whereas the specificity was lower (68.3% vs 87.6%).^\[[@R33]\]^ Compared with HRUS and RTE, the sensitivity and NPV of CEUS were the highest, whereas the specificity and PPV were the lowest. It seems that CEUS alone had limited application value in differentiating malignant and benign thyroid nodules when compared with HRUS. This phenomenon may be partly ascribed to the complexity of microcirculation in tumor, unskilled operation, and lack of accepted standards or guidelines.^\[[@R34]\]^ However, we found that the 3 US methods were highly complementary in predicting malignancy. CEUS could help to find more malignant nodules missed by HRUS and RTE, which merely show as hypervascularity and hypoechogenicity in HRUS.

To further evaluate the diagnostic value of RTE and CEUS combined with HRUS, risk-scoring models were built for different combinations of US methods. For the combination of HRUS and RTE, ES 3/4, microcalcifications, hypoechogenicity, and ill-defined border were independent predictors of malignancy. Our results support the conclusions of Azizi et al,^\[[@R35]\]^ who demonstrated that ES, microcalcifications, hypoechogenicity, and isthmus location were independent predictors of thyroid cancer. The sensitivity of US was increased when combined with RTE, which was partly in line with other authors who showed that combined use of both methods could raise the diagnostic sensitivity from 85% to 97%, 93.2% to 96.7%, respectively.^\[[@R36],[@R37]\]^ Regarding the combination of HRUS and CEUS, the diagnostic performance of the HRUS-CEUS model did not show enhancement compared to that of HRUS alone, unlike the results in Deng\'s study.^\[[@R19]\]^ However, the interpretation of conventional ultrasound and CEUS results in their study was based on experience or single characteristic. When HRUS, RTE, and CEUS were combined together, ill-defined border, microcalcification, hypoechogenecity, ES 3/4, TTP ratio \<1.15, peak ratio \<1.06 were independent predictors, which increased the sensitivity to 87.3%. The AUC and specificity of HRUS-RTE-CEUS were the highest among all the US methods.

In 2014, Liang et al^\[[@R20]\]^ performed binary logistic regression analysis to select predictors for malignancy and further analyzed the diagnostic value of HRUS, CEUS, and ARFI (Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse). The diagnostic performance was increased by the combination of the 3 methods with an AUC of 0.945, which is similar to our results. However, there were some differences between the 2 studies. (1) Elastography methods: Liang interpreted the elasticity using Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse, a second-generation elatography method, whereas we focused on the traditional real-time elastography. (2) CEUS: we analyzed all the quantitative and qualitative parameters of CEUS, more comprehensive than Liang\'s study which just focused on 3 enhancement patterns, peak index, and TTP index. (3) Statistical method: though using binary logistic regression as well, Liang performed the regression analysis just in order to establish an equation to predict the malignancy risk of a nodule, and the comparison of the diagnostic value between the different combinations of the 3 methods was just based on univariate analysis results. In the present study, when comparing the diagnostic value of the 3 techniques, we also used forward stepwise binary logistic regression analysis to filter out the factors with real statistical significance from multiple factors and built ROC curves to compare the AUC of different methods, which was more reasonable and convincing. Taking into consideration that each predictive factor may contribute to the final result to a different degree, we built the risk-scoring model to assess thyroid nodules. This method could avoid the downsides of parallel test or serial test when evaluating the diagnostic value of combinations of different methods, providing more accurate prediction. Our study demonstrated that although the diagnostic performance of RTE or CEUS alone was limited, RTE and CEUS could increase the sensitivity when combined with HRUS, indicating that the new US techniques were potentially useful tools in the workup of thyroid nodules.

The limitations of our study should also be addressed. First, our study population was constituted by patients already selected for surgery and the selecting bias was unavoidable. The frequency of malignancy was higher than expected in a general population of patients with thyroid nodules, which may cause the overestimation of PPV and underestimation of NPV.^\[[@R38]\]^ Second, benign nodules included in our study had relatively larger diameters than malignant nodules. The size differences might affect the evaluation of diagnostic efficiency among the 3 US methods. Our results need to be confirmed with a prospective study on a nonsurgical population. Moreover, the sample size of the present study is not large enough, so verification is needed in larger multicenter studies which would allow for more accurate calculation of sensitivity, specificity and predictive values.

5. Conclusions
==============

The overall diagnostic value of HRUS in predicting malignancy is the best among the 3 US methods and ill-defined border, microcalcification and hypoechoic were the most predictive features of HRUS. The diagnostic value of CEUS is second only to HRUS with the significant parameters of TTP ratio \<1.15 and peak ratio \<1.06. ES 3/4 alone has the lowest diagnostic efficiency in the characterization of thyroid nodules. RTE could increase the sensitivity, whereas CEUS has little additional value when combined with HRUS. Combination of HRUS, RTE, and CEUS could increase both the diagnostic sensitivity and specificity compared to HRUS alone, which showed the best diagnostic efficiency. The use of RTE and CEUS might be considered in combination with HRUS to improve diagnostic value, although further studies will be needed to verify our predictive models and to standardize the usage of RTE and CEUS.
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